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The object of my invention is to provide an
Be it known that I, HERMAN HOLLERITH, a apparatus or system which will reduce‘ the

To all whom it may concern.

citizen of the United States, residing at New labor necessary in the compilation of such
‘York city, in the county and State of New statistics, which will increase the rapidity of 55
York, have invented certain new and useful making complicated tallies, and which will
Improvements in‘ Apparatus for Compiling insure accuracy. In other words, the object
Statistics, of which the following, together of my invention is to generally facilitate the
with the accompanying drawings, forms a compilation and increase the scope of such

specification.

IO

statistics.

of a census.
20

/

The apparatus or system hereinafter de
This apparatus or system. is applicable to
the compilation of such statistics as the popu scribed and claimed is designed more espe
lation-statistics of a census, or the statistics cially for carrying into execution a- new
of registration of births, deaths, and mar method devised by me, and embodied in a
riages, which are compiled by counting or add separate application ?led October 27, 1885, 65
Serial No. 181,104, and renewed September 8,
ing single units as persons in the above.
Although applicable to various kinds of sta 1888, Serial No. 284,938.
This method consists of several successive
tistics, I will describe my invention as applied
to the compilation of the population-statistics steps: ?rst, the returns are transcribed to a
‘

The returns of a census contain the names

strip or sheet of paper or other suitable elec 70

trically non-conducting material, each statis

of individuals and various data relating to tical item being recorded by a hole ora combi
such persons, as age, sex, race, nativity, na nation of two or more holes punched‘through
tivity of father, nativity of mother, occupae the paper or equivalent material in certain
tion, civil condition, &c. These facts or data relative positions; second, verifying’ the ac 75
curacy of such transcription; third, counting
25 I will, for convenience, call “ statistical items,” the
number of times certain statistical items
from which items the various statistical ta
bles are compiled. In such compilation the or combination of items are reported by elec
person is the unit, and the statistics are com

tro-mechanical means.

the number of persons returned as whites,

ratus used for perforating the strip of . paper

as the “age and sex tally,” or it may be’ re
quired to know the numbers of persons en

apparatus. Fig. 6 represents apartplan view .90

piled according to single items or combina-_ In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1
tion of items. Thus it is required to know represents a transverse section of the appa

colored, males, females, or as carpenters, used in transcribing the returns. Fig. 2 rep
blacksmiths, &c., or as born in certain States resents a part plan view of the same. Fig. 3
or foreign countries. In such cases single represents a tool used in connection with the 85
apparatus for perforating the paper.
35 items are counted. Again, it is required to above
know the number of native whites or of na~ Fig. 4. represents a scale used for verifying
tive white males of given ages, or of groups the transcription of the returns. Fig. 5 rep
of ages, &c., as in what is technically known resents a. transverse section of the counting
of the same.

Fig. 7 represents an electro-me

gaged in certain occupations, classi?ed ac .chanical counter used in connection with the

counting apparatus illustrated in Figs. 5
and 6. Figs. 8, 9, andlO are diagrams show
according to combinations of items. Amethod ing the arrangement of wires and electrical 95
45 for compiling such statistics must be capa connections for making the various tallies.
ble of counting or adding units according to ‘Fig. 11 is a side elevation of a portion of one
single statistical items or combinations of end of the drum, perforated strip, and contact
cording to sex, groups of ages, and certain na

tivities.

In such cases persons are counted

such items.

The labor and expense of such

points, showing application of signal-circuits.

Fig. 12 is a diagrammatic view illustrating a
tions of items made by the usual methods, are portion of the circuit arrangement, Fig. 10.

tallies, especially when counting combina
very great.

'

The transcription of the returns to the

sheets of electrical non-conducting material‘ “:spectively. ' No. 1 is the transcription ‘for a
can be made in various ways. I prefer to use foreign-born white male three (0-3) years of
a strip of paper, P, which is passed from one age, while No. 2 is the transcription of a 11a

tive white female thirty (3-0) years of age.
Figs. 1 and 2. The die-plate a’ is provided lVhen the various items have been thus tran
with a series of holes, placed staggering, ex scribed, it maybe desirable or necessary to
tending across the width of the paper strip, as verify, entirely or in part, ‘the accuracy of
shown in plan in Fig. 2. Above the die-plate a’ such transcription. For this purpose a scale 75
is the guide-plate I)’, provided with holes corre of - card-board, thin metal, or other suitable
IO sponding to the holes in the die-plate ct’. \Vith
material may be used, arranged as shown in
a tool consisting of a plain punch, as, provided Fig. 4, it-being lettered and numbered corre
with a suitable handle, a“, as shown in Fig. 3, sponding with the guide-plate of punching
holes can be punched in the strip of paper in apparatus. This scale is placed across the
suitable relative positions ‘according to the paper strip, being located, in position by the
15 holes in the guide-plate b’ and die-plated’. holes marked “person’7 at each end. The
The holes are suitably lettered or numbered transcription for the given. person can thus be
on the guide-plate b’, as shown in Fig. 2. At read according to the location of the holes. ‘
' roller to another over a die~plate, as shown in

the extreme end is a hole marked “ persons,”

Any errors can now be corrected by punching

85

separate somewhat from the remainder, the holes in proper places and covering all holes.
object of which will hereinafter be more fully wrongly punched by small seals of paper or
explained.

The paper strip is drawn to a cer

tain position when ‘the various statistical

other suitable electrically non-conducting ma-- ‘
terial.

.

.

items for. a given person are recorded by
WVhen the transcription for a certain dis
punching suitable holes in a line across the trict has been made and veri?ed, as above de
25 strip, being guided by letters on the guide scribed, the strip is passed through a ’ count

plate. A hole is thus punched corresponding ing-machine, inwhich the separate items or

to “ person,” then a hole according as person is

"so,

combination of items are counted or tallied.

a male or female; another recording whether This counting-machine can be constructed in 95
native or foreign-born; another, either white various ways. The construction which I pre
or colored, &c.

There are about one hundred fer consists, essentially, of a metallic drum or

ages to be recognized. To facilitate this, two cylinder, A, Fig. 5, over which the strip of pa
holes are used to record each age, therebeing per P is passed from a- roller, 0, to ‘a roller,
two sets’ of ten holes each, marked from 0 to C’, around suitable guide-rollers, 1315’. Above I00
9, respectively. Thus 0-0 would represent the metallic drum A, extending across the
35 lessthan one year of age, O-l one year of age, machine,{is theba-r DjFigs. 5 and 6, support- ’
' 1-0 ten years, &c.
ed by‘ lugs d’ from pins 6 c’ at each- end, one
' The occupations can be recorded by using of which pins, e, is provided with a screw
a series of holes suitably lettered, each occu thread engaging with screw-thread in. corre 105

40

pation being recorded by a combinationof two sponding lug, d’,a'nd. is connected with wheel
holes. Thus, ab, 00,170, &c, would each repre~ E, by means of which the bar D can be given
sent a single given occupation, according to a a slight lateral motion. Passing through the
prearranged schedule. 'With twenty-six holes bar I), and suitably insulated from each other,
in this-way three hundred and twenty-?ve are the metallic pins'or pointers ‘1). These

I10

combinations could be made, the number of pins are arranged in relative positions corre
45 combinations - possible following the well

sponding to the centers of the holes in the die- ‘

plate a’, Fig. 1. The pointers or pins 19 press
There are thus three ways in which statis~ against the drum A, and, together with the
tical items can be recorded: ?rst, by single drum A and metallic brush (1, can each be
holes, (as above described for recording sex, made part of an electric circuit. In an. elec
race, &c.;) second, by combinations of two tric circuit with each pointer can be placed an
holes, each hole being in'a different set, (as electro-magnet, 'm, Fig.- 7, the armature m’ of
described above for recording ages;) third, which is attached to a leveiioperating any
by- combination of two holes, both holes be suitable mechanical counter—such, for exam
ing in the ‘same set, (as described above for ple, as are used for registering the revolutions
recording occupations;) or combinations of of a steam-engine——as shown at M2 in Fig. 7.
known mathematical law of combinations.

these methods can be followed.

If the paper is now drawn through the count

It isnecessary in case of census-statistics, ing-machine, the circuit through any given
to use combinations of holes on account of

pointer 19 is closed and broken each time a hole I25

the larger number of statistical items to be in the paper strip passes under the- pointer,
recognized. When the various statistical the armature of the magnet being attracted
' items relating to one person have been thus when the circuit is closed and withdrawn by
recorded or transcribed, the paper strip P is the, spring of the counter when the circuit is
‘ drawn forward and the items or data relating broken, thus registering one for each hole.v
tothe next person are recorded, any suitable In this way when the strip corresponding to

system of notation being used to identifyeach any g1 ven district has been drawn throughthe
transcription. In Fig. 2 is shown a practical apparatus counters arranged as above de

record- for two persons, numbered-1 and 2,re-' , scribed will show the numbers of males,of

5395,7538
females, &c., reported in that district. I11 stance, in the age and sex tally. Here we
this work a difficulty might be experienced, as must combine age with race, sex, and nativity.
the paper strip is liable to move or shift gradu Thus, in the tenth census of the United States 70
ally from one side to the other of the drum single ages were tallied under the following
A while being drawn through the apparatus. six classes: ?rst, native white males; second,
To allow for this, two pointers,g g, are placed native white females; third, foreign white
at each end of the bar D, Fig. C.

These males; fourth, foreign white females; ?fth,

pointers are so placed that when the bar D is colored males, and sixth, colored females. For 75
in proper position relatively to the holes in the such purposes I use secondary circuits for the

paper strip the pointers g g will constantly be electro-magnets of the counters, which cir

IO

over the paper just to either side of the holes cuits are controlled by the electro-magnets of

corresponding to persons. Each pointer g, ordinary telegraph—relays or other suitable
together with the drum A, is put in circuit ‘apparatus in circuit with the pointers p of

with a suitable electric bell, S, as shown in
Fig. 11. Should the paper shift to either side,
the circuit would close through one of the

pointers, ringing the corresponding bell. The
bar D can be then shifted to one side or the

the co'unting-machine.

-

For an age and sex tally the arrangement
is shown in Fi 10. The electro-magnets m
of the counters are arranged in circuits, as

shown, these circuits being broken by relays 85

other by means of the wheel E, according to 0', which are connected in circuits with corre
sponding pointers, p, of the counting appara
which bell rings.
~
By the above method of course only items tus. Relays NV and C are connected with

20

_ recorded by single holes can be counted. To

count items recorded by combinations of two
holes, each hole being in a different set, as in
recording age, as above described, the ar
rangement shown in Fig. 8 is followed, in
which 0' 1’ 2', &c., represent wires connected
with corresponding pointers of first set of
holes, or tens of age, while 0 1 2 3 represent

pointers corresponding to white, and colored,
respectively; relays N and For with pointers
corresponding to native and foreign born,
and relays H and F with pointers corre~
sponding to male and female, while relays 0
0, O1, 02, &c., one for each age are connected
with the pointers representing the ages in 95
same way as the magnets shown in. Fig. 8.

wires connected with corresponding pointers Let us suppose the record corresponding to a
of second set, or units of age. The electro-mag
nets m of the counters are placed as shown by
the small circles. The wire marked 0’ is con

native white male of two years of age passes

under the pointers p. Relays \V, N, M, and

02 would then close the circuit through mag
nected with magnets 00,01,02, &c., while wire net N 'W M ‘2 and the corresponding counter

I00

marked 0 is connected with magnets 00, 10,20, would register. If therecord corresponding
30, &c., as shown. If, now, a hole in the paper
strip comes under the pointer 1" and another
hole at the same time comes under pointer 2,
the circuit would be closed through electro~
40 magnet 12 and corresponding counter would
register. Should a hole, however, come. under
pointer 2' and another under pointer l, the cir~
cuit would be closed through magnet 21, and its

to a colored female ofthree years of 'age
passes under the pointers '7'), the relays G, F, and 03 would then close the circuit through 105
magnet G F 3, thereby registering one on the
proper counter. In this way, by suitable ar
rangements. of magnets in circuits which are

broken by relays operated by circuits through
pointers p, any desirable combinations of sta

I10

corresponding counterwould register. In this tistical items can be counted or tallied.
Various modi?cations of the above meth
ods of carrying out my invention may be
binations of two holes, both holes being in the used. Thus, instead of punching a strip of
same set, is shown in Fig. 9. Five wires, (1. h paper, a perforated strip may be used, in 115
0 (Z e, are represented, each wire being c011 which all but the required perforation could
nected with a corresponding pointer. Electro be covered by pasting over them strips of pa
magnets lal), ac, ad, &c., are shown, one for per, as shown, for example, in my application,
each combination connected with the corre Serial No. 240,629. Again, instead of a single
sponding-pointers. From an inspection. of the hole representing a single item, it could be I20
drawings itrwill be seen that should the two used to represent a combination of items. Thus.
55 holes come under pointers to and l), the circuit one hole might represent native white males,

45 way a counter can be arranged for each age.
The method followed when counting com

'
\
would be closed through the electro-magne't another white females, &c. l
ab and corresponding counter, and only this _ It may sometimes be desirable to count
counter would register, for the direct circuit groups of single items, as groups of ages or
through any other magnet would remain'open. groups of occupations, &c. This can of course

Should the holes come under pointers a and

be done by placing a single magnet in several \ ‘

c, the circuit would be closed through the circuit-s.
If, on account of the large number of items.
magnet ac, &c.
.
It will be seen that by the above methods to be recorded, a strip of paper too wide to be

65

any combination of two holes can be counted

conveniently handled would be required,when

or tallied.

using a single row of holes, two or more rows

In statistical work, however, it is

often desirable to tally by combinations of of holes could be used in all lines, except that

more than two holes or items-as, for in

corresponding to “persons,” and the pointers

of the counting-machine arranged correspond
ingly. A relay placed in the'circuit shown
in Fig. 10 at 50 (see Fig. 12) could be con
trolled by the hole corresponding to persons
in such manner that the circuit through the

cuits as each perforation registers with the
corresponding contact-?nger, and a recording
mechanism for each item, grade, 850., oper 65

ated by an electro-magnet included in a cir
cuit whose current is thus varied by the con—

electro-magnets m could only be closed when tact ?nger or ?ngers‘ entering the perforation

IO

the holes were under their corresponding or perforations in the strip representing the
pointers.
item to be recorded, substantially as described.
The counters could of course be constructed
5; I11 a system such as described for auto
in many different ways.
matically compiling and - recording statistics,
It is evident that by modi?cation of the ap the combination of aseries of independent me
paratus hercinbefore described cards orsheets _ chanical counters for recording the separate

of electricallynon-conductin g material, suit items, an electro-magnet for actuating each 75
ably perforated, could be used instead of the of said counters, a series of electric circuits
15 strip of paper, as described. In such case the including said electro-magnets, a series of
drum A would be replaced by a ?at plate contact-?ngers controlling said circuits, and
which would be made to press against a se a strip perforated at predetermined intervals‘
ries of pointers connected with counters, in denoting separate statistical items, each of
the same manner as hereinbefore described. said'perforations being located in line with
This card would be placed in position over and actuating one of the said con tact-?ngers,
these pointers, and the plate then pressed whereby each perforation in the strip repre
against the pointers, in which case the circuits senting an item, quality, 850., is caused to
would be closed through proper magnets and actuate a contact-?nger and thereby energize 85
the corresponding counters would register, an the electro-magnet whose circuit is controlled
25 illustration of which is given in my applica by the ?nger or ?ngers representing the item
to be recorded on the mechanism actuated'by
tion, Serial No. 240,629.
,
What I claim as new, and desire to secure by

the said electro-magn et. .

Letters Patent, is-—
6. In a system such as described for auto 9O
1. The combination, with perforated sheets matically compiling and recording statistics,

of ‘electrically non-conducting materials, said the combination, with a series of electric cir
perforations representing statistical items, of cuits, a series of electro-magnets connected
electro-magnets and mechanical counters in thereto, a recording mechanism for each elec
circuits controlled by said perforated sheets, tro-magnet, and-a series of circuit-breakers 95
substantially as and for the purposes speci ‘controlling the ?ow of electricity in the be
35

?ed.

'

'

2. The combination, with a series of me

chanical counters, as described, and a perfo
rated strip of paper, said perforations repre

fore-mentioned circuits, of a movable record- ‘

strip provided with a series of indicating
points representing statistical items for actu
ating the circuit-ln'eakers, whereby each item

I00

senting statistical items, of the drum A, bar or combination of items represented upon said
D, provided with pointers p, and electro-mag record-strip‘ is automatically distributed and
nets 1%, said electro-magnets being in circuits recorded, substantially as described.
through the pointers 19 and connectedlnu'th; " '7. In a system such as described for auto- _
and operating the before-mentioned mechani matically- compiling and ‘recording statistics,
cal counters.
the combination, with a series of recording!
,3. The combination, with a series of elec instruments,a series of electro-magnets for act
tro-magnets and the series of mechanical uating said recording-instruments, a series of
counters actuated thereby, said electro-mag electric circuits including said. electro-mag
nets being arranged in circuits controlled by nets, and a series of circuit-breakers for con I10
re1ays,'of a perforated sheet of electrically trolling said circuits, of a record-strip con
50 non -conducting material, said perforations taining a series of indicators for actuating the
representing statistical items controlling the circuit-breakers, said indicators each repre
circuit through the electro-magnets, of the senting separate items characteristic of the
relays above referred to, substantially as and person or thing, the whole so combined and

155

for the purposes described. 1

arranged, substantially as described,whereby

4. The combination, to form a system for each item or series of items pertaining to
automatically compiling and recording sta each individual is recorded under its appro

tistics, of a strip of non-conducting material priate head as a statistical item.
perforated at intervals to designate separate
» HERMAN HOLLERITH.
items, grades, &c., pertaining to a single in
-60 dividual or' object, a’ series of ‘electric cir
cuits, contact-?ngers, or terminals in each of '

said ‘circuit-“s to vary the current in said cir-'

WVitn esses: '

' FRANCK D. J OHNS,

JNO: M. HENDERSON.
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